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Outline

• NRT SWH in NCEP/OPC operations
– Sienkiewicz, Ji

• Multi-grid wave model validation at NCEP/EMC
– Chawla

• Altimeter observation of hurricanes
– Callahan

• UNH efforts on enhanced operational use of 
altimeter data (e.g., winds, wave period)
– Vandemark, Feng
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Altimeter SWH in OPC Operations
(Jason, Jason-2, ENVSAT)

• NRT observations: Integrated into N-AWIPS 
operational workstations

• Diagnostics: Validate wave model output in real 
time 

• Data source for automated wave analysis (OI) as 
guidance for forecasters

• Under Development: 
validation of high seas
wave forecasts
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Additional source of data for forecaster analysis



Diagnostic
• Compare to NWW3
• Forecasters adjust forecasts
• Evidence of localized events

– Gulf Stream
– Cape Farewell
– Cape Mendocino, CA
– Gulf of Tehuantepec
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Validation of Multi-grid Wave model

Arun Chawla

NCEP/EMC



Multi-grid Wave Model (NWW-3)



Altimeter Data for Wave Model 
Validation

1) Co-location using the altimeter data.
2) Altimeter data processing

◦ Removing outlier points 
◦ Removing spikes

3) Running average (7”-15”) before computing model –
data statistics

4) Compute daily difference (mode-obs) 
5) Combines into monthly/Quarterly records
6) Define SI index – normalized standard deviation



Scatter Index (SI) for Global Domain

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Hm: model SWHHo: Altimeter SWHSI: percentage error defined as normalized standard deviation over a given domain (global or 2x2 box)Color: smoothing between 7-15”Black: no smoothing of swh dataECMWF Reference: Technical Memo 552, Feb. 5, 2008“15 years using Altimeter sea state products”Error tops around 25% at about 120hr.



SI Map, hindcast Jan – Mar, ‘08

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Use 2x2 box, accumulate 3-months of model-data difference record for meaningful (SI) statistics



SI Map, 2 day forecast Jan – Mar, ‘08



SI Map, 4 day forecast Jan – Mar, ‘08



Altimeter Observation of Hurricanes

Phil Callahan 
JPL



Jason-1 Overflights of Hurricane Isabel 
(2003)

Jason-1 tracks that 
come within 1000 km of 
hurricane Isabel 
(color of circles matches 
color of tracks).

Wave height and backscatter (inversely proportional to 
wind speed) profiles shown on next page

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
This was during tandem phase of TOPEX and Jason-1, so there is a similar map for TOPEX.  The data will be particularly interesting because TOPEX/Jason tracks were about 150 km apart and about 1 min apart in time so the gradient in parameters will be measured.  An automated process has been developed to use tropical storm lists that were used during QuikScat reprocessing to find all the altimeter overflights (“hits”) from 1999 to the present (the initial OSTST proposal will concentrate on the TOPEX-Jason-1 overlap period).  QuikScat data near all tropical storms were collected when the entire mission was reprocessed during 2007.  These “postage stamps” are available from PODAAC.  A similar data set of altimetry will be provided to PODAAC from this OSTST work. 



Jason-1  Cycle 062 Pass 050 – Isabel (2003)
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
From numerous such hits, a template of wave height and wind speed around tropical storms as a function of storm category will be made.  This should aid forecasters and modelers in validating estimates.  In addition to the basic information about wave height and wind speed, the differences between the measurements at the 2 frequencies may shed light on conditions in the near-surface layer, e.g., the presence of spray (one aspect of the OSTST proposal).�



Wave Height Template of  2003 Cat 1, 2 Hurricanes, NW 
Pacific  (Compass Coordinates)

M
eters

Average SWH in 
50 km bins for  
TOPEX tracks 
passing within  
1000 km of 
storm centers.  
(Most filled bins 
have 3 or more 
values in the 
avg;   
white/black dot  
bins have no 
data) 

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
When these templates have been generated for the approximately 10 yrs of available data (1999 – present) similarities and differences between basins, storm categories will be assessed.  An overall average template with expected variations will be created so that forecasters can compare it to a single track observation to obtain an indication of the extent and strength of waves around the observed storm.  This template is somewhat anomalous in not having the strongest waves in the northeast quadrant (see also next slide).  A later page compares 2 years (2003, 2005) and Atlantic/Pacific Cat 1,2 storms.  We have also done Tropical Storms and Cat 3-5 storms.  We separated hurricanes in this way (Cat 1-2, 3-5) in order to have similar amounts of data (not too many gaps). 



Wave Height Templates of  Cat 1, 2 Hurricanes: 
2003/2005, NW Pacific, Atlantic (Compass Coordinates)
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Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Comparison of 2 years (2003, 2005) and Atlantic/Pacific Cat 1,2 storms.  It apperas that Pacific storms are larger than Atlantic.  It is also clear that annual variations are large.  These must be assessed before templates are added together to fill in the significant gaps in any single year. 



Enhanced use of satellite altimeter data 
at NCEP

D. Vandemark and H. Feng 
UNH



Ongoing Activities at UNH

1) Altimeter wind speed data - Implementation and 
evaluation for forecast use

2) Altimeter wind speed archive – Under development 
for long term NWP and wave model validation

3) Altimeter-derived wave period - Under evaluation 
for NCEP applications

4) Overall NRT data quality – Continued tests



Altimeter wind speed data for forecast 
guidance

• NRT data quality for 
Jason-2 as well as 
Jason-1 and Envisat

• Assess use of tailored 
high wind speed model

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Point 1:  FIGURE illustrates that we are looking at the OGDR NRT Jason2 (and 1) data streams to make sure the wind speed data are of high enough quality for forecast usage.  There are few apparent problems so far.  2) There are possible options for better altimeter wind estimation for WINDS ABOVE 18-20 m/s.  We’ll be looking at the Callahan JPL storm database and that at IFREMER to test these high wind event models (e.g. Young 1993; Quilfen et al., 2009).



Altimeter wind speed data for independent 
hindcast validation (Wavewatch III)

1) Revise Envisat NRT wind 
algorithm - (use 
CLS/ESA model)

2) Build quality controlled 
long term data base 1993-
present (follow on to 
IFREMER SWH work)

Envisat multi-valued mapping between
Cross section, Wind Speed and Sea State

Goal: To provide consistent altimeter wind 
data to NCEP for NRT (Jason 2 and 
Envisat) as well as all past missions.

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Hendrik points out that the satellite altimeter offers one of the few long term sources for ocean wind data that are not assimilated into the met models.  Thus its value is high for keeping track of possible biases in the winds used to force all models.Two more jobs identified- Make Envisat RA-2 winds more like Topex, Jason1 and Jason2 by applying a 2 parameter wind algorithm as for J1 and J2.  This will help remedy the sea state impact on altimeter wind shown in the FIGURE AT RIGHT.  The algorithm is already built BUT ESA does not use it in the processing.  We will add it for the NRT data at NCEP. Put together a long term data base at UNH
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